The effects of consistent training on sequential stimuli were examined in a series of six experiments. A stimulus consisted of three line segments which occurred one after another such that each line segment's orientation and position on the visual channel could be different from the other lines of the stimulus. Subjects practiced these sequences in search and detection tasks for 17 h in both varied mapping (VM) and consistent mapping (CM) conditions. Subsequent experiments compared performance on the two practice conditions with results of previous experiments which used letters and digits as stimuli. The results indicated that the CM stimuli required less attention than the VM stimuli. The differences seen, however, were smaller than those found in previous experiments with letter and digit stimuli. Large differences between the CM and VM groups were found when the individual line segments of the sequential stimuli were manipulated. Shortening and lengthening the line durations had little effect on CM stimuli and large effects on VM stimuli. When the line segments were overlapped with each other, subjects indicated, in a subjective ratings task, that the CM and VM stimuli were perceived differently. Finally, presenting rotated versions of the trained stimuli destroyed any performance advantages the CM stimuli had over the VM stimuli.
The effects of consistent training on sequential stimuli were examined in a series of six experiments. A stimulus consisted of three line segments which occurred one after another such that each line segment's orientation and position on the visual channel could be different from the other lines of the stimulus. Subjects practiced these sequences in search and detection tasks for 17 h in both varied mapping (VM) and consistent mapping (CM) conditions. Subsequent experiments compared performance on the two practice conditions with results of previous experiments which used letters and digits as stimuli. The results indicated that the CM stimuli required less attention than the VM stimuli. The differences seen, however, were smaller than those found in previous experiments with letter and digit stimuli. Large differences between the CM and VM groups were found when the individual line segments of the sequential stimuli were manipulated. Shortening and lengthening the line durations had little effect on CM stimuli and large effects on VM stimuli. When the line segments were overlapped with each other, subjects indicated, in a subjective ratings task, that the CM and VM stimuli were perceived differently. Finally, presenting rotated versions of the trained stimuli destroyed any performance advantages the CM stimuli had over the VM stimuli.
In the LaBerge (1973) theory of information processing, memory is conceptualized as a network of nodes. When sensory stimulation occurs, the information is analyzed by feature detectors. Output from selected groups of detectors then feed into a higher level pattern code. LaBerge (1976) found that, with extended practice, the processing of novel characters became less sensitive to attentional manipulations. Shiffrin and Schneider (Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977; examined attentionalload in detection and divided attention tasks. The theoretical perspective taken by Shiffrin and Schneider (1977) was similar to that of the LaBerge theory. Briefly, they conceptualized memory as a large collection of nodes that could be interrelated and associated to each other through learning and practice (see Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977, pp. 155-164) . When a stimulus is perceived, one of two processes, or a combination of the two processes, is utilized. One of the processes, an automatic process, utilizes a relatively permanent set of associations in long-term storage that is built up through hours of practice. This automatic process occurs when the sequence of nodes becomes active in response to a particular input configuration. On the other hand, a conThis project was supported in part by funds from Office of Naval Research Contract NOOOI4-86-K-0107, w. Schneider, Principal Inves- tigator. Correspondence should be directed to R. Eberts, School of Industrial Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907. trolled process utilizes a temporary sequence of nodes activated under control and through attention of the subject. This process can be set up, altered, and applied with relative ease to novel configurations (for a detailed model, see Schneider, 1985) .
An important contribution of the Shiffrin and Schneider work was to show that the development of these two processes was dependent on the kind of training given. An automatic process develops only if the stimuli are consistently mapped (see Schneider & Fisk, 1982b) . In a consistently mapped situation, a target is always a target whenever it occurs and is never a distractor. A controlled process is used in varied mapping situations in which a particular stimulus can be a target on one trial and a distractor on another. Even after long hours of training, a stimulus will not be processed automatically if it has been trained in a varied mapping situation . Automatic processing is characterized by low resource load and an inability to control the processing (see Jonides, Naveh-Benjamin, & Palmer, 1985) . Automatic processing has been developed as a result of consistent training for character search (e.g., Schneider & Fisk, 1982a , 1982b , semantic search (Fisk & Schneider, 1983; Schneider & Fisk, 1984) , and auditory search (Poltock, Lansman, & Hunt, 1981) .
The following experiments examined automaticity and the effects of consistent and varied training to a different Copyright 1986 Psychonomic Society, Inc. 236 10 msec. The scope consisted of a 1,024 x 1,024 unit matrix, such that each cell in the matrix could be controlled individually. Four self-paced subjects, separated from each other by partitions, could be run at a time. Figure 1 . The sequences used. The order of occurrences of the line segments is signified by the number. The sequences were equated for difficulty in a pilot study and divided into two sets, A and B. One group of subjects had set A as CM sequences and set 8 as VM sequences. The other group had the opposite assignment. The sequences for each set are ordered by ease of identification, as determined by the pilot study, with the easiest at the top and the most difficult at the bottom. The middle four sequences of each set were chosen as the CM sequences.
Stimuli
A four-channel detection task was used. To eliminate eye movements, the target occurred on one of the four channels with distractors occurring on the other three. The whole display subtended about 2.8 0 of visual angle. Each channel was situated at the four corners of an imaginary square separated by 10 of visual angle so that lateral masking would be minimal (Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974) . A channel subtended about 0.9 0 of visual angle both horizontally and vertically.
The sequences were composed of 3 line segments that produced a complex noncontinuous movement. Each line segment subtended about 0.6 0 of visual angle; 28 line segments, differing in location and orientation, were used to generate the sequences. The duration of each line of the three-line sequences was 100 msec with an interstimulus interval (lSI) of 0 msec. The lSI and the line duration were chosen from work done by the Gestaltists and others (see DeSilva, 1926; Graham, 1965; Kahneman & Wolman, 1970) to enhance the motion characteristics of the sequences so that individual sequences could be perceived as a stimulus rather than as a series of three separate lines.
For a pilot study, 35 sequences were composed pseudo-randomly. From these 35, the sequences of intermediate difficulty, in terms of percent correct (see Eberts, 1979) , were used in the following experiments. These were further divided into sets of A and B, which were equated for difficulty (see Figure 1 for the sequences used). For half the subjects, Set A was designated the CM set and Set B was the VM set. The other subjects had the opposite assignment. Each individual subject was assigned one sequence from the CM set, designated the CM target sequence, which was always the target in the CM condition for that subject throughout the whole series of experiments. In the VM condition, the target sequence was chosen randomly from one of the eight sequences in the VM set before each trial. These eight targets will be called VM targets.
stimulus set: stimuli composed of three line segments appearing one after the other. These stimuli will be referred to as sequences. The experiments examined whether a consistent sequence of features could trigger an automatic response. Many of the skilled behaviors exhibited in the real world depend on the visual perception of events that change both spatially and temporally as do the sequences. In driving a car, it is critical that an object moving into the path of the car attract attention. Any kind of hand-toeye coordination, such a catching a ball or throwing a ball to a moving target, requires a response to stimuli that move over time. Visual sequential stimuli have been studied in the past to determine how discrete events are combined to appear as movement (see Graham, 1965; Kahneman, 1967; Kolers, 1964; Restle, 1979; Wertheimer, 1912) , to study characteristics of forward and backward masking (see Bushbaum & Mayzner, 1969; Fehrer & Raab, 1962) , and to study the effects of selective attention on motion patterns (Neisser & Becklen, 1975) . Evidence indicates that auditory stimuli, which are sequential by nature, can be processed automatically (Ostry, Moray, & Marks, 1976) .
The detection of sequential stimuli were examined in the following six experiments. The sequences were composed of three equal-length lines which occurred one after the other. The lines that composed the sequence could vary in orientation and position. For these stimuli, a feature can be defined as a simple unit, a straight line, and it can also be defined as occurring at a certain time in the stimulus. In the first experiment, subjects were trained for over 17 h on two groups of stimuli: stimuli that were consistently mapped (the CM stimulus group) and stimuli that were variably mapped (the VM stimulus group). The next two experiments (Experiments 2 and 3) examined the attentional demands required to detect stimuli from the two stimulus groups. Results from Experiments 1 to 3 were compared with the results of earlier research, which employed similar manipulations and used letters and digits as stimuli. In Experiments 4 and 5, the sequences were altered by changing the line duration and the line overlap. These experiments were performed to try to determine how the processing of the sequences was different from the processing of letters and digits. Experiment 6 altered the sequences by rotating them in order to investigate the transfer of the practice effects to stimuli that were changed in orientation.
GENERAL METHOD

Subjects
The subjects were 8 University oflllinois undergraduates (3 male), who were paid for their participation. Because of an illness and later time conflicts, 1 subject was forced to drop out after the first experiment. Her data will not be reported. The remaining 7 subjects participated in all the experiments. All were right-handed, and all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Apparatus
The experiments were controlled by a PDP-I 1/34 digital computer. Displays appeared on Tektronix 604 or 620 cathode ray tubes, which were equipped with P-31 phosphor with a refresh rate of peared randomly in one of the four channels as the second of the three sequences (It could appear only in the section labeled "f" in Figure 3 ). Distractor sequences occupied the other positions and were chosen randomly from the distractor set, with the restriction that the same sequence could not occur consecutively. In Figure 3 , the target occurs in the lower right corner for the second sequence. A six-sequence display (see Figure 4 ) was composed of six sequences followed by random dot masks in each of the four channels (these sequences could appear in the sections labeled "e" and "f" in Figure 4 ). The target sequence occurred randomly on one of the four channels as the second, third, fourth, or fifth sequence on that channel. In Figure 4 , the target appears as the third sequence in the upper right position. All other sequences were chosen randomly from the distractor set so that the same sequence could not appear consecutively on the same channel.
EXPERIMENT 1 TRAINING Procedure To start a trial, subjects pushed a button in the upper left corner of a response box with the left index finger. First, a 5OO-msec focus dot appeared to the right of the center of the screen. On the offset of the focus dot, the three-line target sequence appeared.
One second later, the trial display began. Directly in the middle of the screen, 2.2 0 to the right of the position of the orientation target sequence, a 5OO-msec focus dot appeared. Depending on the experiment, the trial display could be the one-sequence, threesequence, or six-sequence display depicted in Figures 2-4 . One, and only one, of the sequences in the total display was the target sequence that the subjects saw at the beginning of the trial. After the trial display, random dot masks appeared on all four channels. The subjects were instructed to push one of the four buttons (correspondingto the positionof the target on the screen) on the response box with the right index finger; they were instructed to guess if they were uncertain of the position of the target. They were allowed 4 sec for a response.
If the subjects made an incorrect response, an X appeared in the correct position on the screen for 500 msec and a 5OO-msec error tone sounded over the subjects' headset. After each trial, the percentage of trials correct for the current block appeared as a number in the lower left corner of the display. The score remained on the screen for a maximum of 30 sec. Any time during this period the subjects could start the next trial by pushing the upper left button on the response box. At the end of a block of trials, the subject's percentage score for the entire block appeared in the middle of the screen. Each session lasted 50 min. Figure 3 . An example of a trial in the three-sequence procedure of Experiment 1: (a) SOO-msec focus dot at the start of the orientation, (b) the presentation of the orientation sequence that specifies the target, (c) a I-sec pause, (d) the beginning of the experimental trial with a SOO-msec focus dot, (e) the first group of sequences, (f) the second group of sequences which must contain the target sequence, (g) the third group of sequences,and (h) random-dot masks.
The target sequence appears in the lower right position in the second group of sequences in this example. Figure 4 . An example of the six-sequence procedure usedin Experiment 1: (a) a 500-msec focus dot for the orientation target sequence, (b) the presentation of the orientation sequence that specifies the target, (c) a I-sec pause, (d) thebeginning of the experimental trial with a SOO-msec focus dot, (e) the first of the six groups of sequences (a blowup of the third group of sequences is shown), (f) the remaining groups of sequences, and (g) the final random-dot mask. The target cannot occur in the flJ"St or last groups of sequences.
Depending on the experiment, the trial display could be one of three types: a one-sequence, three-sequence, or six-sequence display. In the one-sequence display (see Figure 2 ), single sequences, followed by random-dot mask patterns in each of the four channels, were displayed. The target sequence of the particular subject was displayed in one of the four channels, with randomly chosen distractor sequences occupying the remaining three channels. In Figure 2 , the target appears in the upper right corner of the display. A three-sequence display (see Figure 3 ) was composed of three sequences in each of the four channels. The target sequence apIn this experiment, subjects were trained for over 17 h on their CM and VM sequences. To reduce the ceiling effects and to make the task more difficult and challenging, training proceeded from the one-sequence display to the three-sequence display and then finally to the sixsequence display. The purpose of this experiment was to compare the results with sequences with the results of experimentation that had used letters as stimuli (e.g., , Experiment 1). In the Shiffrin and Schneider experiment, the CM performance was always higher than the VM performance and improved at a faster rate than the VM performance. The present experiment tested the same aspects of the data for the sequence stimuli.
Method
All three trial displays were used during the course of this experiment. The type of practice, either eM or VM, was rnanipu-lated as a between-block variable. Within a block of trials in the VM condition, each VM target appeared eight times for a total of 64 trials. In the CM condition, all 64 trials of the block were spent searching for the single CM target. The order of occurrence of CM and VM blocks was randomized within groups of two. A CM and VM block together will be termed a replication.
The subjects were first trained in a one-sequence procedure for a total of 25 replications which lasted about 7 h. All subjects were then switched to the three-sequence display and were trained on 20 replications for approximately 6 h. Next, they were switched to the six-sequence procedure for 15 replications, which took approximately 4 h. During the whole training procedure, the subjects received 3,840 trials in the CM condition and 3,840 trials in the VM condition.
Results and Discussion
Scores were corrected for guessing by subtracting onethird the probability of a miss from the probability of a hit. In Figure 5 , each point represents the average of five replications over all three display types. The sequences were successfully equated for difficulty, as evidenced by the nonsignificant difference between the two stimulus groups in the first replication [t(6) = 1.04]. Because three separate procedures were used (one-, three-, and sixsequence displays), three separate analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were used to analyze the data. For all three analyses, a three-way (CM/VM stimuli X replications X subjects) repeated measures ANOVA, with replications and CM/VM stimuli the repeated measures, was performed on the data.
For the one-sequence display (Replications 1-25), CM stimuli were identified better than the VM stimuli [F( 1,6) = 8.87, p < .025]. As the subjects had more practice on the sequences, performance improved [F(24,144) F(14,84) = 3.42, p < .001], and the interaction between the two factors was significant [F(l4,84) 
Throughout the experiment, the subjects became better at identifying the sequences. The amount of improvement was very high for the one-sequence displays, but tended to slow down some by the time the subjects were given the six-sequence displays. For all three display types, the subjects could always identify the CM sequences better than the VM sequences. The significant interactions indicated that the subjects improved faster on The hits are corrected for guessing. A one-sequence procedure is used through replication 25, a three-sequence display is used through replication 45, and a six-sequence display is used through replication 60. Figure 6 . A' as a function of number of channels for CM and VM sequences from Experiment 2. The lack of an interaction indicated that varying the number of channels affected CM and VM sequences about equally. This result is different from that found by Schneider and Shiffrin (1977) , where frame size had no effect on the CM stimuli but had an effect on the VM stimuli. In the present experiment, CM sequences were better identified overall, but they did not exhibit the same characteristics as those seen for the letter and digit stimuli in the Schneider and Shiffrin experiment. Schneider and Fisk (1982a) , using a dual-task paradigm, found that the detection of consistently mapped visual characters required little mental effort for identification after training. Mental effort was evaluated, in one condition, by having the subject search for both a CM and VM target on the same trial. Performance in this dual task was then compared with that in the search for a single CM or VM target. Schneider and Fisk found that even when subjects were instructed to protect their VM performance in the dual task, by emphasizing detection of the VM target so that VM dual performance was the same as VM performance on the single-task trials, the subjects could still detect the CM targets with little deficit in performance relative to that in the CM single condition. Because CM performance was still high even when no attention was allocated to the detection of these stimuli, Schneider and Fisk concluded that CM detection required little or no attentional resources for detection. This prior research used letters and digits as stimuli; the present experiment used the sequence stimuli on which subjects had been trained extensively. the CM sequences than they did on the VM sequences. These data were similar to those of Shiffrin and Schneider (1977, Experiment 1) , using letters, when they also showed that CM performance was better than VM performance and that CM performance improved at a faster rate than VM performance. At the end of this training, the subjects were well trained in identifying the sequences.
EXPERIMENT 2 VARIABLE NUMBER OF CHANNELS
In this experiment, the number of channels was varied between one, two, and four channels. The resulting function that relates accuracy to the number of channels provides an indication of the effect that the different kinds of practice had on the ability to share attention between the channels. The number of channels manipulation corresponds directly to the frame size manipulations of Schneider and Shiffrin (1977, Experiment 2) . In varying the frame size, the number of positions in which distractors and targets could occur was varied between one, two, and four. In their experiments, Schneider and Shiffrin found that changes in the frame size affected VM performance (i.e., performance decreased as frame size increased) but had little or no effect on CM performance.
Results and Discussion
The data are plotted in Figure 6 in terms of the AI scores. A' is a measure of sensitivity similar to d '. It is, however, a distribution-free measure which is desirable (Craig, 1979; Norman, 1964) when the false-alarm rate is low, as it is in these data for some of the subjects. For the A' score, 1.0 represents perfect detection and .50 represents random guessing. The A' scores, after an arcsin transform, were analyzed by a repeated measures three-way ANOVA with subjects the random factor. Overall performance decreased as the number of chanMethod A six-sequence procedure, similar to that illustrated in Figure 4 , was used. However, the separating masks between sequences were not present. The practice condition, CM or VM, and the number of channels (one, two, or four) were both between-block variables. In the one-channel condition, the single channel containing the sequences was chosen randomly before each trial. The other three channels were filled with random dot masks and remained constant throughout the trial display. In the two-channel condition, one of the two possible diagonals was chosen randomly before each trial to contain the sequences. The other two positions of the off-diagonal were filled with random dot masks. In the four-channel condition, all four channels were filled with sequences.
Each block contained 64 trials. The target occurred on half the trials. The subjects were instructed to rest the index and the middle fingers of their right hands on two buttons of the response box. Four of the subjects were told to push the rightmost button with the middle finger if a target occurred and the leftmost button with the index finger if no target occurred. The remaining subjects had the opposite button assignment. The subjects participated in 18 blocks of trials altogether, 3 blocks for each of the three channel sizes for the two practice conditions. This experiment lasted approximately 2 h. TARGET SET SIZE
subjects (Schneider & Fisk, 1982a , found large (3 criterion shifts between the subjects). An analysis performed without the 2 outlying subjects still found differences due to the memory set size [F(1,4) results for the 5 subjects were not due to a tradeoff in focusing attention on the CM stimuli because, as found for the subjects as a group, the difference between VM single (.80) and VM dual (.76) was nonsignificant.
An important purpose of this experiment was to compare its results with those of the Schneider and Fisk (l982a) experiments, which used letters and digits as stimuli. Table 1 compares the performance of subjects in Schneider and Fisk's Experiments 2C and 3 with the performance of all subjects in this experiment and with that of the 5 subjects whose CM performance did not drop to chance levels. The procedures of all these experiments were the same except that Schneider and Fisk did not include the VMVM condition and they manipulated the frame time of the letter or digit stimulus. The difference between CM dual and CM single performance, the important indication of the attentional resources needed for the CM stimulus, was greater (.35) than any of the differences found in the Schneider and Fisk experiments (the highest difference was .33 for the shortest frame time of 90 msec in Experiment 3). The CM single/dual difference for the 5 subjects, however, fell well within the range of values obtained from the Schneider and Fisk experiments.
In some ways, the results from the sequences were similar to those found in the Schneider and Fisk (1982a) experiments, which used letters and digits as stimuli. Performance of individual subjects certainly overlapped the performance of individual subjects in the Schneider and Fisk experiments; in fact, many of the subjects in the present experiment exceeded the performance levels of
The subjects followed instructions by protecting their VM peformance from the VM single condition (.75) to the VM performance in the dual CMVM condition (.73). This difference was nonsignificant.
A repeated measures three-way ANOVA, with subjects as the random factor, was performed on the corrected scores after an arcsin transformation (see Figure 7) . A significant decrement in performance occurred when the subjects were required to search for two targets [F(l,6) = 13.19, P < .025]. Although the CM stimuli were detected better overall than the VM stimuli, this difference was nonsignificant [F(l,6) = 3.10]. The interaction between number of targets and stimulus group (CM or VM) was also nonsignificant.
The averaged data reported above may be misleading because 2 of the subjects had CM dual target scores that were very different from those of the other 5 subjects. These 2 subjects had CM uncorrected detection scores in the two-target condition that were .23 and .27; the lowest score among the other subjects was .78. Since these 2 subjects were performing at chance detection, they may have set a {3 criterion that was different from that of the other Method A one-sequence procedure similar to that depicted in Figure 2 was used. This experiment contained four conditions: (I) a CMVM condition in which subjects were required to dual search for both a CM and a VM target; (2) a VMVM condition in which subjects were required to dual search for two VM targets; (3) a CM condition in which subjects were required to search for their CM target; and (4) a VM condition in which subjects searched for a single VM target. The procedures for the CM and VM conditions were exactly the same as the first part of Experiment I. In the VMVM condition, the subjects were given both target sequences during the orientation part of the trial. The two VM target sequences, each preceded by a 5OO-msec focus dot, occurred one after the other in the upper right corner of the display. The orientation sequences were separated from each other by 500 msec. The trial display always contained one, and only one, of the target sequences; half of the trials within a block of trials contained the first sequence that was displayed. The subjects were told to place equal importance on finding either of the two targets.
The CMVM condition was similar to the VMVM condition except that, in the orientation part of the trial in which the first target VM sequence had occurred earlier, an 800-msec focus dot appeared, instead of the CM target sequence; the focus dot indicated to the subjects that they were in the CMVM condition. By this time, the subjects did not have to be reminded what their CM target sequence looked like. The subjects were instructed to concentrate all of their attention on searching for the VM target sequence and not to concentrate on searching for the CM target. During a block of trials, the VM target occurred on 75 % of the trials and the CM target occurred on the remaining trials; the subjects were aware of this probability. By protecting the VM trials, performance on the CM sequences should give an indication of the amount of effort required to identify the CM sequences. The procedure for this experiment was exactly the same as that for Experiments 2C and 3 from the Schneider and Fisk (l982a) research, except that this experiment contained a VMVM condition and the Schneider and Fisk experiments did not.
The subjects received 12 blocks of trials, three replications of each of the four conditions. This experiment lasted approximately 1112 h. Schneider and Fisk's subjects. The VMVM condition allowed us to compare CMVM dual performance with VMVM dual performance, a comparison that was not made in the Schneider and Fisk experiments. The VMVM condition was not entirely comparable to the CMVM condition, however, because, in the VMVM condition, the subjects were instructed to divide their attention between the two stimuli whereas in the CMVM condition the subjects were instructed to place all their attention on detection of the VM stimulus. A comparison of these two conditions shows that VM and CM performance dropped at the same rate when the subjects moved from the single to the dual task. The CM single/dual task differences show that some decrement occurred when the switch to the dual task was made, and that, for 5 of the 7 subjects, this decrement is comparable to that found with Schneider and Fisk's subjects. The CM targets could be identified at a fairly high rate by most of the subjects even when they were instructed not to allocate attention to these stimuli.
EXPERIMENT 4 VARIABLE LINE DURATION
at the time the third line occurred. If the decay time for memory traces for CM and VM are different or the attentional demands to keep the memory trace updated are different, then these differences would be reflected in the ability to identify the eM and VM sequences.
Method
The three-sequence procedure depicted in Figure 3 was used. The independent variable of importance was line duration, a betweentrial variable. On a trial, the line segments of the sequences could have six possible durations: 70, 100, 130, 160, 190, and 220 msec. The target orientation sequence had the same line duration as that used for the trial display. Each block contained 60 trials. Within the block, the l00-msec duration occurred 30 times and the other five durations occurred on 5 trials each. The manipulation of the type of practice, either CM or VM, was a between-block variable. The subjects participated in a total of 16 blocks (8 CM blocks and 8 VM blocks).
Results and Discussion
A repeated measures three-way ANDVA, with subjects as the random factor, was performed on the corrected percentage scores after an arcsin transformation (see Figure 8) . CM stimuli were detected better than VM stimuli In this experiment, transfer stimuli were devised by increasing the duration of the lines that were used in the sequential stimuli and holding constant other characteristics of the stimulus. In particular, the duration of the line segments in the sequences (during training the duration was I()() msec) was varied from 70 to 220 msec.
This experiment was designed to evaluate the memory and attentional requirements needed to process CM and VM stimuli. Experiment 3 had shown that the CM stimulus could be identified accurately by most subjects even if the subjects paid little attention to it. The VM stimulus required more attentional resources. By varying the amount of time that any of the features of the stimulus remain on the screen, the total amount of attentional resources devoted to a particular feature can be manipulated. Also, maintaining the target sequence in memory may require attentional resources. Unlike letter and digit stimuli, the features of the sequences occurred at different times. To identify the sequence, the subject would have to remember the first and second lines of the sequence The flat function relating performance to line duration in the CM condition indicates that performance was relatively unaffected by changes that occurred to the line durations for CM stimuli. In the VM condition, however, performance was affected by this manipulation. When line duration was decreased, performance got worse. When line duration was increased, performance got better. Finally, when line duration was at its longest, performance dropped off.
The inverted-Uvshaped curve for the VM stimuli can be interpreted as follows. At the short durations, the lines were not on the screen for a long enough time for accurate identification; the subjects could not divide adequately their attention between the four channels. The longer durations afforded better identification of the lines, but at the longest duration maintaining the memory trace became difficult, as evidenced by the drop in performance. It should be noted that the best VM detection occurred at a duration of 160 msec, even though all the training had occurred at a lOO-msec duration. The drop-off for longduration displays suggests that the memory trace of the preceding line features decayed in the time between the display of the first line and the display of the last line. The CM sequences were all identified at a similar peformance level, with the implication that these stimuli required fewer attentional resources and the memory trace decayed less quickly. The attentional demands of CM and VM stimuli fit in with the results from Experiments 2 and 3 and with the literature on letter and digit identification reviewed above. The memory-trace aspects of the CM and VM differences could be studied in the present research because of the special nature of the sequences used. The feature did not appear simultaneously on the screen and the timing characteristics of the individual features could be manipulated; letter and digit stimuli do not allow for such a control over individual features.
EXPERIMENT 5 LINE FEATURE OVERLAP LaBerge (1976) argued that practice would allow the features that compose novel stimuli to develop automatically into a code, or unit. His data showed that early in practice, identification of the stimulus required that attention be allocated, but that late in practice, attention was not needed. A characteristic of automatization, therefore, is that the stimulus is perceived by the subject as a unit and thus that the individual features need not be identified through attention. Treisman and Gelade (1980) articulate a somewhat similar concept. They argue that the separable features that compose a stimulus are free-PERCEPTUAL TRAINING 243 floating until attention provides the "glue" that combines the individual features into a whole stimulus. They do not consider, however, the changes in the amount of attention needed to "glue" the features together with practice. The Treisman and Gelade position is different from the LaBerge approach in that they claim that all stimuli composed of separable features, not just novel stimuli, require attention for the features to be "glued" into a whole. The two theoretical positions are similar in that they both imply that a stimulus is perceived differently, over some degree of unitization of the stimulus, depending on the familiarity of the stimulus (LaBerge) or whether attention is allocated to the stimulus (Treisman & Gelade) . One problem with both of these positions is that the concept of a feature is defined poorly for the letters and digits typically studied. The sequences studied in the present series of experiments allow for better control over the features that compose a stimulus; by occurring at different times, the features can be defined and the separation of the features can be seen clearly. In particular, the unitization of the stimulus can be changed by manipulation of the overlap of the individual features. When the individual features have no overlap, as they have had in the previous experiments, then the subject could possibly perceive the stimulus as three individual lines instead of as a whole. When the lines are overlapped, the stimulus would appear to be more of a unit rather than individual lines.
In this experiment, the stimuli were artificially unitized by overlapping the individual line segments. We then tried to determine, by having subjects subjectively rate the stimuli on a feature/unitization scale, if they perceived the CM and VM stimuli differently.
Method
In this experiment, the duration of the line segments was always 100 msec. The amount of overlap was an independent variable with five different levels: 80%,60%,40%,20%, and 0%. At the 80% level, the second line of the sequence occurred during 80 % of the first line and the third line overlapped 80 % of the second line. Looking at it another way, the second line occurred 20 msec after the onset of the first line and the third line occurred 20 msec after the onset of the second line. The procedure was similar, depending on the percentage of overlap, for the other levels. Stimuli in the 0% level were the same as the training stimuli. The percent overlap was crossed with the stimulus group, CM or VM, to produce 10 different kinds of blocks of trials. A block consisted of eight trials in which the overlap and target group (CM and VM) were the same for all trials of the block. The subjects were required to identify the target. At the end of the eight trials, the subjects wrote down their ratings for the trials of the block. They were instructed that a rating of "I " meant that the lines formed a solid figure and a "7" meant that the line pattern appeared to be a single line moving around. This experiment consisted of 20 blocks and lasted about 30 min. Before this experiment, the subjects had about 2 h ofpractice in identifying the overlapped stimuli so that they were very familiar with all the stimuli they were to rate.
Results and Discussion
The ratings for the CM and VM sequences are presented in Figure 9 . A repeated measures three-way ANDVA, with overlap being the repeated measure and subjects the 7 , . .
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PERCENT OVERLAP Figure 9 . The ratings score as a function of the percent overlap ofthe line segments from Experiment 5. A "I" means that the pattern was figure-like and a "7" means that the pattern looked like a single line moving around. the line durations were manipulated. The subjects had never before seen those particular stimuli, whose line durations were shortened or lengthened from 100 msec. Under what other conditions could we expect transfer to new stimuli to remain high? Experiment 4 manipulated the temporal component of the stimulus. In this experiment, the spatial component was manipulated by rotating the stimuli and the transfer to these novel stimuli was evaluated.
.8
Method
The one-sequence display similar to that used in the first part of Experiment I and in Figure 2 was used. The independent variable of importance was the amount of rotation. Each sequence was rotated 0°,90°, 180°, or 270°; the orientation target sequence was also rotated. The 0°condition was exactly the same as the procedure used for Experiment l.
Rotation was a between-blockvariable. Each block containedeight repetitions of each of the eight VM targets and eight repetitions of the eMtargets, for 72 trials altogether. In this experiment, the subjects participated for a total of 12 blocks, three repetitions of each of four rotation conditions. The experiment lasted approximately 2 h.
Results and Discussion
A repeated measures three-way ANDV A, with subjects as the random factor, was performed on the correctedfor-guessing percentage scores after an arcsin transformation (see Figure 10) . The interaction between stimulus group (CM or VM) and degrees of rotation was significant [F(3,18) = 4.17, P < .025]. Significant main effects also occurred for the degrees of rotation [F(3,18) = 5,4I,p < .01] and for the stimulus group (CM orVM) [F( 1,6) = 7.21, P < .05]. Because of the significant interaction, though, these significant main effects have to be interpreted with caution. By looking at the simple main effects of stimulus group at each of the four rotation levels, only at the 0°rotation were the CM stimuli detected better than the VM stimuli [F(I,6 random factor, was performed on the data. The ratings differed as a function of the percent overlap [F(4,24) = 40.67, P < .001], which means that subjects followed instructions and used the whole range of ratings. The difference between CM and VM sequences was nonsignificant. The most important part of the data is the significant interaction between stimulus group (CM or VM) and the percent overlap [F(4,24) = 4.03, p < .05]. The VM sequence ratings appear to be a linear function of the percentage of overlap. The CM rating is different, though, in that it has a bump in the 0 %-40 % overlap range that is not present in the VM ratings. The 20% overlap rating is about equal to the 0% rating in the CM condition.
The significant interaction suggests that the CM sequences were perceived differently from the VM sequences along some dimension of features/unitization, at least for the sequences that were similar to the ones the subjects were trained on. For the CM stimuli, the 0% and 20% overlap sequences were rated similarly. In effect, the line segments of the CM sequences can be overlapped for 20% of the duration of the segments and the subjects report that they perceive no difference between those and the 0% overlap sequences. The interaction cannot be accounted for by a change in criterion for the VM and CM groups because the same subjects rated both groups.
EXPERIMENT 6 ROTATION o-
90·
ROTATIONS
The design of this experiment was motivated by the results of Experiment 4. In Experiment 4, we found high transfer from the trained stimuli to the novel stimuli when and VM stimuli was found. The significant interaction indicates that when the CM sequences are rotated, performance falls to a level that could be expected for novel sequences. VM performance also drops, but not as much as CM performance.
OVERALL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This series of experiments had two related purposes. First, we were interested in determining whether or not visual sequential stimuli exhibited automaticity characteristics similar to those seen in such simpler visual stimuli as letters and digits. Experiments 1-3 evaluated automaticity using methods used in other search and detection experiments. Second, we were interested in determining the effects of CM and VM practice when the individual features and the whole stimulus were manipulated. Experiments 4-6 manipulated the individual durations of the features, the overlap of the features, and the orientation of the whole stimulus. These kinds of manipulations had not been performed previously for CM and VM stimuli; the nature of the sequences allowed us to make these kinds of manipulations. These manipulations helped us to better understand the nature of automaticity and CM and VM training.
As discussed by Jonides et al. (1985) , several different techniques have been used to measure automaticity. The evaluation techniques should be based ultimately on theoretical justifications for the empirical measurements used. Shiffrin and Schneider's (1977) model suggests that three characteristics are important in the evaluation of an automatic process: (1) CM performance should be superior to VM performance and should improve at a faster rate; (2) CM performance should be insensitive to changes in the display size or the number of visual channels, but VM performance should drop as the number of channels is increased; and (3) CM performance should be insensitive to changes in the target set size, but VM performance should decrease as the target set size is increased.
The differences between the CM and VM groups, the first automaticity criterion, were evaluated in Experiments 1 and 2. In Experiment 1, both the CM and VM groups improved with practice, with the CM performance always being superior and improving at a faster rate. This result was similar to that seen in Shiffrin and Schneider (1977) . In Experiment 2, CM stimuli were detected marginally better than VM stimuli.
The effect of the number of channels, the second criterion, was evaluated in Experiment 2. Both CM and VM groups showed decreases in performance with an increase in the number of channels. In contrast to Schneider and Shiffrin' s (1977, Experiment 2) findings, a decrease in performance with increasing channel size has been found in CM search with confusable stimuli (Foyle, 1981) .
The effect of target set size, the third criterion, was evaluated in Experiment 3. Both CM performance and VM performance were sensitive to memory load, a result that differed from that obtained by Schneider and Fisk (1982a) , who found only the VM performance to be sensitive to memory load. Similar to the earlier results, however, CM search imposed much less load on memory than did VM search. Two of the subjects performed poorly in CM dual-task detection. When evaluated separately, the remaining 5 subjects exhibited characteristics similar to those of Schneider and Fisk's (1982a) subjects.
When compared with previous experiments and the automaticity characteristics usually shown for letter and digit stimuli, these results demonstrate a weak case for automatic processing for the CM group. In other experiments using efficient training techniques in our. laboratory Schneider & Fisk, 1982a , 1982b , we have found that automatic responses to letters or digits can be trained typically in 3-5 h. After over 17 h of training in the present set of experiments, subjects could still not achieve the same level of performance (i.e., no decrement in performance when the number of channels increased and little or no resource consumption for CM targets when target set was changed) as that found in the other experiments. Most of the results were, however, in the direction of these previous ones. CMIVM differences were usually found and the CM single/dual decrement for 5 of the subjects was similar to or less than the decrement of individual subjects in the Schneider and Fisk (1982a) 
What are some of the possible reasons for the weaker automatic processing of CM sequences? The sequences differed from the letters and digits previously studied in three ways: the sequences were highly confusable with each other, a memory trace of the line segment features had to be maintained for identification to occur, and the features of the stimulus did not overlap in time. Experiments 4 and 5 were designed to evaluate the CM/VM differences in terms of these characteristics of the stimuli. Each of these factors and their relationships to Experiments 4 and 5 will be discussed.
First, the sequences were highly confusable with each other. All the lines were the same length and differed only in orientation and position. None of the other stimulus sets previously studied and mentioned in this article had stimuli in which the features were all the same. The LaBerge (1976) work earlier showed that the development of automatic responses to novel stimuli composed of lines was difficult. A number of other experiments that used visually confusable stimuli (e.g., Foyle, 1981; Shiffrin & Dumais, 1981) have shown similar attentional effects after CM and VM training. Foyle examined CM and VM search for letters and found that searching for highly confusable letters remained serial and resource consumptive even after extensive training. Schneider and Eberts (1980) examined color and shape conjunction search and found that CM practice at shape and conjunction search resulted in substantial performance improvement but that the search remained serial and resource consumptive. This suggests that automatic detection is limited to situations in which the target and distractor sets are easily discriminable. In the present study, movement patterns were noncontinuous rather than simple movements (e.g., reversals and transversals) . We speculate that if we had used the simplest movement patterns, such as rotation or unidirectional movement (Eberts, 1979) , we would have replicated the earlier results of CM performance insensitivity to increasing channel size.
Second, subjects had to maintain a memory trace of the first two line segments if the whole sequence was to be identified. Unlike letters and digits, all the features were not displayed on the screen at the same time for the sequences. Maintaining the memory trace could also require some attentional resources for both CM and VM sequences. When the length of time that the memory trace had to be maintained was manipulated in Experiment 4, CM/VM differences occurred. Performance dropped off at the longest line durations for the VM stimuli, which implied that the memory trace for the early-occurring features could have been lost. No drop-off in performance was seen for the CM sequences, which implies that the memory trace was easier to maintain.
Third, the features ofthe whole stimulus did not overlap in time. To identify the sequences, subjects had to try to perceive the three line segments and then determine how these fit together as a whole. Remembering the three line segments when not displayed on the screen could have required attentional resources and could have accounted for the decrease in performance for both CM and VM sequences when the number of channels was increased in Experiment 2. Experiment 5 offered evidence, however, that CM and VM sequences were perceived differently in terms of a feature/unitization criterion. Subjects reported that they perceived the 0% and 20% overlapped CM sequences to be similar to each other, even though the 20% overlap caused the stimulus to appear more holistic. This pattern was not seen for the VM sequences.
Experiment 4 showed that high transfer could occur to novel stimuli if the line durations were manipulated, even though the pattern of results was different for CM and VM stimuli. In data not reported in this article, when performance measures were taken for the overlapped stimuli of Experiment 5, high transfer to the novel overlapped stimuli was also found. These two experiments varied the timing characteristics of the line segments. Experiment 6 manipulated the rotation of the sequences to determine if high transfer occurred for these novel rotated stimuli. Rotating the stimuli eliminated the CM advantage. The significant interaction between the stimulus group and the amount of rotation indicated that the two stimulus groups were differentially affected by this manipulation. In particular, the VM stimuli were relatively unaffected in that performance dropped by only 11% when rotated. Rotation had a larger effect on the CM stimuli in that performance dropped by 33 % when the rotated stimuli were compared with the unrotated stimulus. Putting these decrements into perspective: CM performance regressed to a level similar to that during the second hour of training and VM performance regressed to a level at some time after 7 h of training.
In summary, the CM sequences studied in these experiments exhibited only weak indications of automatic detection and processing when compared with previous experiments on letter and digit stimuli. Due to the nature of sequential stimuli, the manipulations that could be performed, which differed from those used in previous experiments, expanded our knowledge about the automatic processing of sequential stimuli and the effects of CM training. In particular, the memory trace was more robust for CM sequences thanfor VM sequences, CM sequences were perceived differently from VM sequences on a feature/unitization scale, and rotation of the CM sequences destroyed the performance advantages the CM sequences had had over the VM sequences.
These experiments illustrate that extended practice alone is not enough to produce the parallel, low-resource, difficult-to-control processing associated with automatic letter and category search. One must also consider the type and confusability of stimuli. Schneider and Mummy (1986) have illustrated how a quasi-neural simulation model develops automatic processing. This model illustrates the observed results that stimuli that are difficult to discriminate are less likely to develop automatic processing. In an environment in which the stimuli are generally easily discriminable, presented well above threshold, and well practiced, automatic processing would be expected. However, the present complex noncontinuous movements were difficult to discriminate (fouralternative force-choice accuracy was below 50 %for the first 320 trials). The processing of these stimuli improved, but they still required substantial attentional resources, even with the consistent practice.
